Introduction
Let X be a complete smooth variety over the complex field C, X an the associated complex manifold, and *% a holomorphic vector bundle (locally free sheaf) on X an with a holomorphic connection V: & -> Ή? ®^, Ω^, , where Ω^ is the sheaf of holomorphic 1-forms on X an .
X an an an
It is well known that ^ has vanishing Chern classes in H(X an Q ), so that the integral Chern classes are torsion.
Recall that the /th Deligne complex 3f{ϊ)= 2{i)X an is defined by where Z(ι') is the subsheaf of abelian groups of the constant sheaf C on X an generated by (iπy/^lYZ. The Deligne-Beilinson cohomology group (see [4] and the references given there) H^(X an , i) is defined to be the j th hypercohomology of 3ί (ι 
N>0, NcffieJ^X).
For / = 1, J ι {X) = Pic°(X), the Picard variety of X, and it is a consequence of Hodge theory and GAGA that every element of Pic°(Z) is the class of an invertible sheaf 3? with an integrable connection.
For i = 2, Bloch [2] shows that the elements of H^{X an , 2), which are second Chern classes cf(&) for locally free W with an integrable connection, form a countable set. More precisely, he defines a countable subgroup Δ c C using the dilogarithm function, and shows that
where N is the exponent of c 2 ( ( S ? ) in H^(X an , Z(2)). He also comments on the relationships between his results and a conjecture of Cheeger and Simons, in the light of which he conjectures that cf(W) is the torsion for all i > 1 for any locally free sheaf g* with integrable connection.
Our aim in this note is to prove the following result. Theorem. Let X be a smooth complete variety over C. where Ω^ is the sheaf of holomorphic 1-forms on X an . Further, the jet sequence for ^a n is the sequence of holomorphic sheaves associated to the algebraic jet sequence, so A{^) >-• A^^) under the natural map on cohomology groups. By GAGA, if X is complete, then the map on cohomology is an isomorphism, and therefore in this case, if A{^a n ) vanishes, so does A{^).
Hence, in (ii), we see that ^ has some algebraic connection V ; . Now
). 
The class of α f . is constant as desired, q.e.d. The proof of the Theorem is now completed by a routine argument. Let k c C be a countable algebraically closed field of definition for X. Let X o be a model of X over fc, i.e., a smooth complete /^-variety with X o x Speck SpecC = X. First note that, up to isomorphism, there is only a countable number of locally free @ χ -modules ^ which have an algebraic connection over k . This is because there are in fact only countably many locally free & χ -modules up to isomorphism over k (cover X o by infinitely many affine SpeCv4. there are only countably many projectivê -modules up to isomorphism for each i, and only countably many possibilities for transition matrices).
Each locally free sheaf W Q defined over k and carrying a connection yields a locally free ^-module g* by extension of scalars. Clearly there are only countably many classes c (W) with £Γ of this special form.
By the rigidity result, it then suffices to prove that if ^ is any locally free ^.-module with a connection, there exist the following: 
